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ABSTRACT: The surface oceanic current feedback (CFB) to the atmosphere has been shown to correct long-lasting
biases in the representation of ocean dynamics by providing an unambiguous energy sink mechanism. However, its effects
on the Gulf of Mexico (GoM) oceanic circulation are not known. Here, twin ocean–atmosphere eddy-rich coupled simula-
tions, with and without CFB, are performed for the period 1993–2016 over the GoM to assess to which extent CFB modulates
the GoM dynamics. CFB, through the eddy killing mechanism and the associated transfer of momentum from mesoscale
currents to the atmosphere, damps the mesoscale activity by roughly 20% and alters eddy statistics. We furthermore show
that the Loop Current (LC) extensions can be classified into three categories: a retracted LC, a canonical LC, and an elon-
gated LC. CFB, by damping the mesoscale activity, enhance the occurrence of the elongated category (by about 7%). Finally,
by increasing the LC extension, CFB plays a key role in determining LC eddy separations and statistics. Taking into account
CFB improves the representation of the GoM dynamics, and it should be taken into account in ocean models.
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1. Introduction

The Gulf of Mexico (GoM) is a semi-enclosed basin con-
nected to the Caribbean Sea through the Yucatan Channel
and to the Atlantic Ocean through the Florida Straits (Fig. 1).
The more energetic feature of the GoM is the so-called Loop
Current (LC), which joins the Yucatan Current and the
Florida Current (Fig. 1b). On average, the LC transports
about 27 Sv (1 Sv ≡ 106 m3 s21; Athié et al. 2020) while its
surface velocities can be larger than 2 m s21 (Coronado
et al. 2007). The LC is characterized by a fluctuating north-
ward extension (Hurlburt and Thompson 1980) that can
reach lengths up to 1300 km and extends up to 28.18N and
85.88W (Leben 2005). The LC sheds with periods varying
between 6 and 11 months large anticyclonic eddies, gener-
ally referred to as LC eddies (Sturges and Leben 2000;
Zavala-Hidalgo et al. 2006; Garcia-Jove et al. 2016). These
eddies can be reattached into the LC several times until
their final separation (Leben 2005). LC eddies propagate to-
ward the western GoM, bringing salty water (Sosa-Gutiérrez
et al. 2020; Meunier et al. 2018, 2020) and structuring the bio-
geochemical activity over long periods (Damien et al. 2021).
Eventually, LC eddies vanish along the shelf of the western
GoM.

Several theories have been developed to explain the mech-
anisms that drive the LC eddy shedding. The Pichevin–Nof
mechanism (Pichevin and Nof 1997) explains the eddy detach-
ment by a westward propagation of an eddy (as a Rossby
wave) that exceeds the growth of the LC by using a reduced-
gravity model. Chang and Oey (2013) show that the LC vari-
ability and the associated eddy shedding could be modulated

by the biannually varying trade winds in the Caribbean Sea,
which partially control transport in the Yucatan Channel.
Candela et al. (2002), Sheinbaum et al. (2002), and Sheinbaum
et al. (2016) suggest that mesoscale eddies from the Caribbean
Sea interact with the LC, triggering LC eddy detachments.
Finally, several studies highlight the interactions between
the LC and cyclonic eddies that travel around its periphery
(segmented contours in Fig. 1b; Fratantoni et al. 1998; Le
Hénaff et al. 2012; Zavala-Hidalgo et al. 2006; Jouanno et al.
2016; Hiron et al. 2020). These LC frontal eddies are princi-
pally generated at the east of the Campeche Bank and grow
while traveling along with the LC (Jouanno et al. 2016;
Hiron et al. 2020). Larger stationary cyclonic eddies (diame-
ter of ∼100–200 km), the so-called Tortugas eddies, are also
found in the southeastern region of the LC (Fig. 1b). On the
one hand, these cyclonic eddies (either LC frontal eddies or
Tortugas eddies) have been suggested to play a key role in
determining the LC eddies shedding (Vukovich and Maul
1985; Schmitz 2005; Fratantoni et al. 1998; Zavala-Hidalgo
et al. 2003). On the other hand, they can also block the LC
penetration into the GoM, which in turn increases the pe-
riod between eddies shedding (Zavala-Hidalgo et al. 2003,
2006).

Understanding and forecasting the GoM dynamics is of
uttermost importance to face up increasing environmental
issues such as oil spills (Kostka et al. 2011; White et al. 2012;
Michel et al. 2013), plastics (Phillips and Bonner 2015), or the
massive arrival of Sargassum in the region (Gower et al. 2006;
Gower and King 2011; Wang and Hu 2017; Cuevas et al.
2018). Numerical models can simulate the main characteristics
of the GoM dynamics, but most models are characterized by
persistent biases in, e.g., the LC penetration into the GoM
and the LC eddy detachments, which makes the representa-
tion of the GoM dynamics and its forecast challenging for
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modelers (Le Hénaff et al. 2012; Garcia-Jove et al. 2016;
Putrasahan et al. 2017).

One aspect of the GoM that has been little studied con-
cerns the role of mesoscale air–sea interactions on the deter-
mination of its dynamics. In the last decades, and principally
over other regions, two main air–sea interactions have been
assessed: the thermal feedback, i.e., the influence of sea sur-
face temperature (SST) on the atmosphere, and the current
feedback (CFB), i.e., the influence of sea surface currents on
the atmosphere. Small et al. (2008) provides a review of the
different processes involved in the thermal feedback. Ma et al.
(2016) and Seo et al. (2017) suggest that the mesoscale thermal
feedback, by causing turbulent heat fluxes anomalies, could
modulate western boundary currents. Recently, Putrasahan
et al. (2017) highlight the role of the mesoscale thermal
feedback in determining surface turbulent heat fluxes in the
GoM. The CFB has a “bottom-up” effect on the wind by di-
rectly modifying the surface stress Bye (1985): a negative
current anomaly induces a positive stress anomaly, which in
turn causes a negative wind anomaly (Renault et al. 2016b).
CFB has been shown to largely modulate the ocean dynam-
ics, partly correcting long-lasting biases in ocean models. At
the large scale, CFB reduces both the wind stress and the
transfer of energy from the atmosphere to the ocean when
surface currents and winds have the same directions and in-
crease the wind stress and the transfer of energy from the
ocean to the atmosphere when surface currents and winds
are in opposite directions (Figs. 5 and 6 in Renault et al.
2016a). As a result, it slows down the mean circulation re-
gardless of the wind and currents direction (Pacanowski
1987; Luo et al. 2005). At the mesoscale, by modulating the
surface stress, CFB induces the so-called eddy killing mech-
anism: a sink of momentum from the ocean to the atmo-
sphere that damps the mesoscale activity by roughly 30%
(Renault et al. 2016a,b; Seo et al. 2016; Renault et al. 2017b;
Seo et al. 2017; Oerder et al. 2018; Jullien et al. 2020). Addi-
tionally, Renault et al. (2019b) demonstrate that the reduc-
tion of the mesoscale activity by CFB weakens the eddy–mean
flow interactions (the inverse cascade of energy), stabilizing,
e.g., the western boundary currents and improving their

representation in numerical models. As the GoM is the
place of very intense mesoscale dynamics, mesoscale air–sea
interactions should play a key role in determining its dynamical
equilibrium.

This study aims at examining and quantifying the extent to
which CFB can control the dynamics of the GoM, with a focus
on the LC dynamics and eddy shedding process. To that end,
twin ocean–atmosphere coupled simulations for the GoM are
carried out and analyzed over a period of 24 years. The study
is organized as follows: the models, data, and methodology are
described in section 2. Section 3 assesses the extent to which
CFB modulates the kinetic energy (KE) and the main energy
conversion terms. In section 4 the impact of CFB on the LC
variability is assessed, and section 5 illustrates the sensitivity of
LC eddies to CFB in terms on their shedding statistics and
properties. Finally, the results are discussed in section 6.

2. Model configuration and methodology

a. Oceanic model

The oceanic simulations were performed with the Nucleus
for European Modeling of the Ocean (NEMO 4.0; Madec
et al. 2022). NEMO solves the three-dimensional primitive
equations on an Arakawa C grid, assuming hydrostatic equi-
librium and Boussinesq approximation. The regional grid cov-
ers the Intra-Americas Sea (IAS) region extending from 7.48S
to 31.98N and from 98.28 to 29.38W with a spatial resolution of
1/128 (∼8 km). It covers the Gulf of Mexico, the Caribbean
Sea, and the north Brazilian region (Fig. 1). The grid is com-
posed of 75 fixed vertical levels, with 8 levels in the upper
10-m depth and 38 levels between 10- and 1000-m depth.
The model time step is 400 s. Advection of tracers is per-
formed with flux corrected transport scheme (Zalesak 1979).
Horizontal diffusion of tracers and momentum are parameter-
ized with a bi-Laplacian operator. The vertical turbulent mix-
ing is computed using the generic length scale (GLS) scheme
(Umlauf and Burchard 2003), with a k–� turbulent closure
model (Reffray et al. 2015; Rodi 1979). At the lateral bound-
aries, daily averages of temperature, salinity, sea surface eleva-
tion, and horizontal velocity are prescribed from the Global

FIG. 1. (a) Intra-Americas Sea and (b) Gulf of Mexico. (a) The numerical domain for NEMO (WRF) is represented
by the black (gray) box. The isobaths represent depths of 200 m (continuous lines) and 3500 m (dashed lines).
(b) Main dynamical features of the GoM dynamics illustrated by a snapshot of the sea surface height anomaly. The
continuous contours highlight the Loop Current (LC) and LC eddies. The dashed contours highlight the LC frontal
eddies. YC is Yucatan Channel, FS is Florida Straits, DT is Dry Tortugas Islands, MF is Mississippi Fan, and CS is
Caribbean Sea. The light gray contours refer to the depths of 200 m (continuous) and 2500 m (dashed).
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Mercator reanalysis (GLORYS2V4; Lellouche et al. 2018).
The initial condition is obtained from a previous 3-yr simula-
tion initialized with GLORYS2V4 and forced at the surface
with the Drakkar Forcing Set (DFS5.2; Dussin et al. 2016),
from the year 1990 to 1993.

b. Atmospheric model

The Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) Model (version
4.1; Skamarock et al. 2019) is implemented in a one-grid
configuration with a spatial resolution of 1/48 (25 km), and
40 terrain-following vertical levels with a surface and upper
stretch factors of 1.3 and 1.1, respectively. The model time
step is 75 s. ERA-Interim data are used to initialize the model
and to force it at the open boundary conditions. The domain is
slightly larger than the NEMO domain to avoid the effect of
the WRF sponge (4 points; Renault et al. 2019b). The WRF
Model allows the user to employ a wide range of parameteri-
zation. Following Gévaudan et al. (2021), who performed
NEMO–WRF simulations of the tropical Atlantic at similar
resolution, this implementation includes the WRF single-
moment 6-class microphysics scheme (WSM6; Hong and Lim
2006), the rapid Radiative Transfer Model for the longwave
flux (RRTM; Mlawer et al. 1997), the RRTMG shortwave flux
scheme (Iacono et al. 2008), the Yonsei University (YSU)
scheme to solve the planetary boundary layer physics (Hong
et al. 2006; Hong 2010), the Noah land surface model, and the
Monin–Obukhov similarity scheme (Chen and Dudhia 2001).
Cumulus are parameterized by the multiscale Kain–Fritsch
scheme (MSKF; Zheng et al. 2016).

c. Coupling procedure and experiments

The Ocean Atmosphere Sea Ice Sol (OASIS3-MCT; Valcke
2013) software is used to exchange hourly averaged data be-
tween the numerical models NEMO and WRF. Two experi-
ments are carried out over the period 1993–2016 (24 years):
NOCF (no current feedback) and CF (with current feedback).
In both experiments, WRF forces NEMO with hourly momen-
tum, heat, and freshwater fluxes, while NEMO sends SST to
WRF. The difference between the two experiments lies in the
way these fluxes are estimated. In the NOCF experiment,
the surface stress (t) is computed by WRF as a function of
the 10-m absolute wind (Ua):

t � raCD|Ua|Ua, (1)

where ra is the air density and CD the drag coefficient.
In CF, NEMO also gives hourly averages of surface cur-

rents (Uo) to WRF, and the surface stress is estimated as a
function of the relative wind (Ur):

Ur � Ua 2 Uo: (2)

Note that because of the implicit treatment of the bottom
boundary condition in most atmospheric models (including
WRF), the use of relative winds does not only involve the
modification of the bulk formulas but also a modification of
the tridiagonal problem associated with the discretization of
the vertical turbulent viscosity. If not done properly, the CFB

effect on the oceanic circulation can be largely underesti-
mated (Lemarié et al. 2015; Renault et al. 2019a). Note that
neither NEMO nor WRF include data assimilation.

d. Energy budget

Following Marchesiello et al. (2003), a simplified energy
budget is estimated focusing on the following relevant energy
sources and eddy–mean conversion terms:

FmKmg
� 1
r0

(ug tx 1 yg ty ), (3)

FeKeg
� 1
r0

(u′gt′x 1 y ′gt′y ), (4)

KmKe � 2
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dz, (5)

PeKe �
�0

z
2

g
r0

r′w′ dz, (6)

where g is the gravitational acceleration and r and r0 are the
potential density and density reference (1026 kg m23). The ug
and yg terms are the meridional and zonal geostrophic veloci-
ties at the surface; u, y, and w correspond to the zonal, meridi-
onal, and vertical velocities; and tx and ty are the zonal and
meridional wind stress. All quantities are decomposed into
the long-term mean estimated over the 1993–2016 period and
indicated with an overbar ( ). It is worth mentioning that the
anomalies are mainly related to mesoscale processes as the oce-
anic model does not resolve submesoscale eddies and also be-
cause the region exhibits a weak seasonal variability (not shown).
Note that this assumption is valid for the open ocean but not for
the continental shelf, where current anomalies are likely driven
by coastal trapped waves and seasonal circulation. However, as
the main object of our study is the LC and the associate eddy
shedding, this assumption is wholly acceptable. Their deviations
from this long-term mean are referred to using primes (′). The
term FmKmg

corresponds to the transfer of energy between
mean ocean currents and the atmosphere, FeKeg

to the transfer
of energy between the ocean and the atmosphere at the meso-
scale, KmKe to the barotropic conversion from mean kinetic en-
ergy (MKE) to mesoscale activity, and PeKe to the baroclinic
conversion from eddy potential energy to mesoscale activity.

e. Position of the LC and metrics

Following Leben (2005), a sea surface height anomaly
(SSHa) is first estimated by removing from the SSH its long-
term temporal mean and its spatial average over the GoM.
The daily LC position is then inferred from the 17-cm SSHa
contour, starting from the Yucatan Channel and ending at the
Florida Straits. Once the LC is detected, the maximum north
latitude, minimum east longitude, and LC length are used to
infer the LC penetration into the GoM. In addition, as a
proxy of the energy stored by the LC, the surface KE is inte-
grated within the 17-cm SSHa contour.
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f. LC eddies detection

The eddy tracking detection method developed by Chaigneau
et al. (2009) and implemented over the GoM by Sosa-Gutiérrez
et al. (2020) is used to detect and track LC eddies. This ap-
proach consists of detecting local maxima in daily sea level
anomaly (SLA) maps that are associated with the center of an-
ticyclonic eddies. The detection method identifies the outermost
closed contour of SLA for each eddy center and associates it
with the eddy edge. The eddies are tracked by an algorithm de-
veloped by Pegliasco et al. (2015), which computes eddy trajec-
tories by the intersection of eddies along with daily maps. In this
study, LC eddies are defined as eddies separated from the LC
with a lifetime larger than 200 days (Sosa-Gutiérrez et al. 2020;
Chelton et al. 2011).

3. Modulation of the kinetic energy and energy
conversion by CFB

a. Mean and eddy kinetic energy

As a proxy of the mean surface circulation, the geostrophic
surface mean kinetic energy (MKE; Fig. 2a) is estimated using

the long-term mean geostrophic currents from the 1/48 AVISO
daily fields product distributed by the Copernicus Marine and
Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS; https://www.
copernicus.eu). Consistent with Leben (2005), the GoM
mean circulation is marked by the presence of the LC that ex-
tends up to 26.38N and 87.88W, with northwestward and south-
westward flows well defined reaching up to 0.5 m2 s22. The
surface geostrophic eddy kinetic energy (EKE) is furthermore
estimated over the 1993–2016 period from AVISO (Fig. 2d).
The EKE is greatest over the LC, in the northern and western
regions of the LC, and west of the Florida Shelf with values of
about 0.15 m2 s22. It reaches its maximum values (0.25 m2 s22)
near the Dry Tortugas Islands, where the quasi-stationary
Tortugas eddies are generated (Fratantoni et al. 1998).
From the LC region to the west of the GoM, the EKE is
also characterized by a zonal band of relatively large energy
values (0.06 m2 s22), which is mainly related to the westward
propagation of LC eddies.

The MKE and EKE are furthermore estimated from
NOCF and CF (Fig. 2). Both experiments have a realistic rep-
resentation of the mean features of the GoM surface circula-
tion with respect to AVISO. Consistent with previous studies

FIG. 2. (top) Surface mean kinetic energy and (middle) eddy kinetic energy climatologies (1993–2016) from (left) AVISO, (center)
NOCF, and (right) CF. The 17-cm contours of the climatological sea surface height anomaly of AVISO and the numerical experiments
are represented by the thin segmented line and the continuous line, respectively. The thick segmented lines delimit the east (LC), center
(GoMC), and west (GoMW) regions. GoM refers to the whole Gulf of Mexico. The light gray contours refer to the depths of 200 m (con-
tinuous) and 2500 m (segmented). (bottom) Spatially integrated values over the regions.
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in other regions, CFB improves the realism of the simulations
by reducing biases with respect to AVISO, e.g., increasing the
mean LC penetration into the GoM. CFB has two main ef-
fects on the GoM circulation. On the one hand, CFB causes a
damping of the mesoscale activity (Figs. 2e,f). From NOCF to
CFB, on average, the EKE in the GoM region is reduced by
22% (Fig. 2i) while its spatial pattern is improved with respect
to AVISO (Figs. 2d–f). On the other hand, even if at the
large-scale CFB slows down the mean circulation (Luo et al.
2005; Renault et al. 2016a, 2017b), CFB stabilizes and narrows
mean currents in regions with a large mesoscale activity, such
as intensified boundary currents (Renault et al. 2019b, 2021a).
In a similar way, the mean LC have stronger and narrower
currents when CFB is considered. Indeed, as shown in (Fig. 3a),
the current is concentrated toward the coast near Campeche
Bank, and outward the coast near Tortugas Islands. This is
likely explained by a weaker eddy–mean flow interaction in CF
with respect to NOCF and occurs where CFB damps a larger
amount of EKE (Fig. 3b). As a results, from NOCF to CF, the
slow-down of the large-scale circulation is counterbalanced by
an intensified and more stable LC, resulting in a similar MKE
integrated over the LC region (Figs. 2h–i). Interestingly, the
patch of larger EKE values in CF with respect to NOCF (north-
western region of the LC; Fig. 3b) results from a change of path
of the LC extension and of the LC eddies detachment statistics
and trajectories (see sections 4 and 5).

CF still has some discrepancies with AVISO. The EKE
over the LC is overestimated by 7% (versus 28% in NOCF)
and the MKE by 40% over the Yucatan Channel. While no
doubt some of these are due to model biases, there are impor-
tant sampling differences between AVISO and model outputs.
Indeed, AVISO sea level anomaly can only resolve eddies with
a radius larger than about 40 km and a lifetime longer than one

week (Chelton et al. 2011; Amores et al. 2018; Archer et al.
2020). In particular, the AVISO data have spatial and temporal
resolutions issues and only detect the signature of the larger me-
soscale eddies (Chelton et al. 2011; Amores et al. 2018; Archer
et al. 2020). Additionally, observations from a mooring array
over the GoM (Athié et al. 2015) reveal that AVISO underesti-
mates the western current at the Yucatan Channel by about
∼38% (Fig. 4). This is confirmed by comparing surface current
speeds from the simulations to those inferred from a mooring
array (Athié et al. 2015) positioned across the Yucatan channel

FIG. 3. Difference between (a) CF and (b) NOCF EKE climatologies (1993–2016). The 17-cm contours of the
climatological sea surface height anomaly of NOCF and CF experiments are represented by the black thin line and
the black thick line, respectively. The thick segmented lines delimit the east (LC), center (GoMC), and west (GoMW)
regions. GoM refers to the whole Gulf of Mexico. The light gray contours refer to the depths of 200 m (continuous)
and 2500 m (segmented).

FIG. 4. Mean (solid lines) and standard deviation (shading area)
of geostrophic currents along the Yucatan Channel. Segmented lines
in NOCF and CF are associated to an error estimation of the mean
current obtained by using a bootstrap method over 50000 random
samples. To more easily appreciate the bootstrap error bars, a zoom
of the region with stronger currents in the numerical simulations is in-
cluded at the upper-right corner of the figure.
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during the period 1992–2001 and 2010–11 (Fig. 4). Consistent
with the previous results, the mean surface currents in CF are in
better agreement with the observations than those in NOCF in
terms of velocity and spatial pattern (Fig. 4).

Noteworthy, the Yucatan Chanel current is weaker (0.1 m s21)
and more spatially spread in NOCF with respect to that in CF

and in the observations (Table 1), in line with the fact that
CFB weakens the eddy–mean flow interactions in regions with
a large mesoscale activity (Renault et al. 2019b). As a remain-
ing bias with respect to the observations, the maximum current
speed in both NOCF and CF is shifted westward (∼11 km)
from the maximum registered by the moorings during 1999–2001
period, and 40 km from the one registered during 2010–11 pe-
riod. However, extensive time series are needed to better quan-
tify the spatial variability of the Yucatan Channel current and to
properly validate long-term numerical simulations.

b. Energy conversion

To explain the reduction of EKE from NOCF to CF, en-
ergy transfers associated with barotropic and baroclinic insta-
bilities (KmKe and PmKe), and the mean and eddy geostrophic
wind work (FmKeg

and FeKeg
) are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. In

NOCF, bothKmKe and PmKe contribute to the EKE generation
over the LC, with KmKe having the larger contribution (about
6 3 106 m5 s23; Fig. 5c). The production of EKE is primarily
concentrated within the area delimited by the mean LC position
inferred from the 17-cm SSHa contour in Figs. 5a and 5d.

TABLE 1. Statistics of Yucatan Channel current. The current
width is computed as the distance between locations with velocities
larger than 0.6 m s21 and the current speed rate of change from
the maximum speed to the eastern region of the Yucatan Channel.

Maximum
speed
(m s21)

Current
width
(km)

Current speed
rate of change

along the channel
(m s21 km21)

Athié 1999–2001 1.33 } 20.014
Athié 2010–11 1.31 81.00 20.014
CF 1.32 81.00 20.014
NOCF 1.23 90.00 20.010
AVISO 0.89 81.00 20.008

FIG. 5. (a),(b) Barotropic and (d),(e) baroclinic instabilities maps and (c),(f) spatially integrated values over regions for the NOCF and
CF experiments for the period 1993–2016. The segmented lines delimit the east (LC), center (GoMC), and west (GoMW) regions. GoM
refers to the whole Gulf of Mexico. The light gray contours refer to the depths of 200 m (continuous) and 2500 m (segmented).
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Besides, a large production of EKE by barotropic and bar-
oclinic instabilities is found at the east of the Campeche
Bank, the northwestern and northeastern regions of the
LC, and for the area near Dry Tortugas islands. These re-
gions are characterized by the presence and intensification
of cyclonic eddies (Fratantoni et al. 1998; Zavala-Hidalgo
et al. 2003; Oey 2008; Jouanno et al. 2016; Hiron et al. 2020).
From NOCF to CF, both KmKe and PeKe are reduced over

the mean LC position (Fig. 5). Over the LC region, KmKe is
reduced by 14%, which is mostly compensated by a PeKe

increase (11%).
Figure 6 shows the geostrophic wind work decomposed into

its mean (FmKmg
) and eddy (FeKeg

) components for NOCF
and CF (see section 2d). The FeKe has positive values on the shelf
in both NOCF and CF, which are related to wind-driven current
and the resulting geostrophic current anomaly that partially

FIG. 6. (a),(b) Eddy and (d),(e) mean geostrophic wind work maps and (c),(f) spatially integrated values over regions for the NOCF
and CF experiments for the period 1993–2016. The segmented lines delimit the east (LC), center (GoMC), and west (GoMW) regions.
GoM refers to the whole Gulf of Mexico. The light gray contours refer to the depths of 200 m (continuous) and 2500 m (segmented).
(g) Spatially integrated energy budget terms over the LC region.
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flows in the same direction than the wind (Renault et al.
2016a,b). To better quantify the transfer of energy induced by
CFB in the open ocean, the geostrophic eddy wind work
(FeKeg

) is spatially integrated over regions deeper than 200 m
(Figs. 6c,f). In NOCF, FeKeg

is characterized by alternating
positive/negative values (Fig. 6a) and a weak positive average
over the GoM (Fig. 6c). In contrast, FeKeg

in CF is mostly
negative over the entire GoM and in particular near Dry
Tortugas Islands (up to 28 3 1026 m3 s23). This reveals a
sink of energy from mesoscale eddies to the atmosphere
that causes the eddy killing mechanism and the EKE
damping from NOCF to CF (Fig. 6c). Renault et al. (2016a,
2017b) report similar values for the GoM, although higher
ones (about21.53 1025 m3 s23) are found over regions where
the EKE and the wind are larger, such as the Gulf Stream and
the Agulhas Current retroflection.

The geostrophic mean wind work (FmKmg
) is a slightly larger

in CF (Figs. 6d,e) because the LC mean penetration into the
GoM is also larger when the CF is taken into account (Fig. 2).
Notwithstanding, in comparison with NOCF, CFB drives up to
55%more energy to the atmosphere in FeKeg

than in FmKmg
.

To sum up for the LC area, CFB reduces the production of
EKE related to the horizontal shear of the currents (barotropic
instabilities), which is partially compensated by increased baro-
clinic instabilities. Furthermore, CFB acts as an eddy killer by
inducing a negative FeKeg

that damps the EKE.

4. Sensitivity of the Loop Current extension in the Gulf
of Mexico

CFB acts on the circulation through two direct effects: a
slowdown of the mean circulation and a damping of the meso-
scale activity. This section aims to assess how these changes
have impact the LC characteristics and in particular the LC
energetics and its penetration into the GoM.

The LC penetration is generally described as a function of its
extension and has been cataloged into retracted and extended
forms (Garcia-Jove et al. 2016; Putrasahan et al. 2017). The re-
tracted form is generally representative of a LC that has shed
an eddy shortly before. In contrast, the extended form is repre-
sentative of a LC that deeply penetrates the GoM and is about
to shed an eddy. Figure 7 depicts the probability density func-
tion (PDF) of the LC penetration into the GoM (binned into
0.18 boxes) from AVISO and the simulations. Three categories
of LC penetration can in fact be identified: retracted, canonical,
and elongated (Fig. 7). The extended form found in the litera-
ture can be split into a canonical and elongated form. The
canonical form, identified as the dominant mode in AVISO,
NOCF, and CF (50.4%, 48.5%, and 51.1% of occurrence,
respectively), can be located as the relative maximum near the
Mississippi Fan (Figs. 7a–c). In contrast, the elongated form
consists in an anomalous westward extension spreading beyond
the Mississippi Fan. The elongated form occurs roughly 24% of

FIG. 7. Probability density functions related to the occurrence of LC maximum latitudes and longitudes for the period 1993–2016 for
(a),(d) AVISO; (b),(e) NOCF; and (c),(f) CF and associated average of spatially integrated KE. The thick, medium-thick, and thin black
contours represent examples of the retracted, canonical, and elongated LC forms, respectively. The light gray contours refer to the depths
of 200 m (continuous) and 2500 m (segmented).
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the time in AVISO. Both simulations underestimate the occur-
rence of the elongated form. However, its representation is im-
proved from NOCF to CF (from 2.7% in NOCF to 9.5% in CF)
with respect to AVISO (24%), consistent with the more ex-
tended mean LC extension. They also overestimate the retracted
form occurrence despite some improvement from NOCF to CF
(25.6% in AVISO versus 49.2% NOCF and 34.4% in CF), which
can be identified as the relative maximum located east of the
Campeche Bank. In addition, it is worth mentioning that the sur-
face KE integrated over the LC is reduced by about 20% when
considering CFB (Figs. 7d–f).

The reasons for this sensitivity are difficult to determine,
but several works propose that the LC extension is related to
energy exchange between the GoM and the Caribbean Sea.
On the one hand, Le Hénaff et al. (2012) and Garcia-Jove
et al. (2016) show a relationship between the mesoscale activ-
ity over the Caribbean Sea and the LC penetration into the
GoM: the weaker the EKE over the Cayman Sea, the more
extended the LC. From NOCF to CF, there is a 27% EKE re-
duction over the Caribbean Sea (not shown) that would be in
line with an increased extension of the LC in CF. However, a
more considerable LC penetration into the GoMwould be ex-
pected given this large EKE reduction. On the other hand,
several studies suggest a possible relationship between the LC
extension and the transport in the Yucatan Channel (Lin et al.
2010; Le Hénaff et al. 2012; Mildner et al. 2013; Athié et al.
2015, 2020). No such relationship was found in this study since
the mean transport in the Yucatan Channel only reduced by
3% (27.4 Sv in CF and 26.6 Sv in NOCF).

5. Sensitivity of the Loop Current eddy shedding
statistics and properties by the current feedback

LC eddies are responsible for transporting warm and salty
water to the western region of the GoM. In a numerical simu-
lation, it is therefore crucial to properly represent them in

order to obtain realistic air–sea heat fluxes and thermohaline
properties of the GoM. The goal of this section is therefore to
evaluate the extent to which CFB modulates the LC eddy
shedding process and the characteristics of the LC eddies dur-
ing their journey within the GoM. To that end, the LC eddies
detachment position and trajectory, as well as the properties re-
lated to their lifetime, energy, and vertical structure are assessed.

a. Number of detachments and separations

Long-term statistics related to the LC eddy shedding are
performed for AVISO, NOCF, and CF for the period
1993–2016. The timing of the eddy shedding is inferred by the
inspection of daily SSHa fields and 17-cm SSHa contours
length (Leben 2005; Garcia-Jove et al. 2016; Putrasahan et al.
2017). LC eddy shedding can result both in a reattachment
when it is reincorporated to the LC, but also in a separation
when the eddy travels westward and never reattach. Through-
out the period of interest (1993–2016), a total of 61 detached
eddies are identified in AVISO, from which 35 become sepa-
rations (Table 2). While the number of detachments is similar
in both simulations (55 in NOCF and 48 in CF) and compare
relatively well with AVISO, there are large differences in
terms of separation events. Indeed, not considering CFB leads
to an underrepresentation of the number of separation events
(only 16 in NOCF versus 30 in CF) and to an overestimation
of the time between separations (Fig. 8).

b. Latitude of the eddy separation

The modulation of eddy shedding properties from NOCF
to CF may be due to an alteration of the localization of the
eddy separation. By ignoring CFB, NOCF favors LC eddies lib-
eration farther south (between 88.68–87.08W and 25.28–26.58N;
Fig. 9c), which is likely related to the overrepresentation of the
LC retracted form in NOCF. In contrast, in CF, CFB causes
higher elongated occurrence of the LC and a weaker EKE in
the LC area, and, thus, eddy detachment and statistics more

TABLE 2. Statistics related to the LC eddies shedding and their detection through the eddy detection method (EDM). Number of
detached LC eddies (first column). Number of LC eddies that are nor reabsorbed by the LC and travel to the west of the GoM
(second column). Number of separated eddies detected by the eddy detection method (EDM; third column). Number of separated
eddies detected by the eddy detection method (EDM) with a lifetime longer than 200 days (fourth column).

Detachments Separations Separated eddies detected by the EDM Lifetime longer than 200 days

AVISO 61 35 31 21
CF 55 30 30 26
NOCF 48 16 16 14

FIG. 8. Number of separated LC eddies as a function of the number of days between separations.
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realistic with respect to AVISO. The impact of CFB on the lati-
tude of detachment is further confirmed by analyzing the outer-
most position of the LC during separation events (Fig. 10). For
each experiment and AVISO, a meridional PDF is computed
by grouping the estimated outermost positions of the LC af-
ter a separation event for each degree of latitude (Figs. 10d,h;
note that resizing the boxes between 0.48 and 1.58 does not
change the results significantly). The 258–268N latitude range
remains the preferential latitudes of separation for AVISO
and for both simulations. However, in AVISO, more than
77% of the separations (27 cases) occur north of 258N, while
this ratio falls to 39% (12 cases) in CF and 49% (8 cases) in
NOCF. The distributions reveal that in NOCF, both distribu-
tions of separations and reattachments are skewed toward
the south (Figs. 10d,h). Including CFB leads to a more realis-
tic LC extension and LC eddy separation events, but also to a
decrease in the excessive number of reattachments from the
south of the LC.

c. LC eddy trajectories and properties

To investigate further the impact of CFB on the LC eddies,
statistics on the long-lived detected eddies (lifetime longer
than 3 months as in Sosa-Gutiérrez et al. 2020; Chelton et al.
2011) are assessed in the following.

In both simulations and in AVISO, LC eddies preferen-
tially travel southwestward along a vortex street located be-
tween 248 and 268N (Fig. 9). CFB clearly alters the LC eddies
and therefore the vortex street position, improving the real-
ism of the simulations. Two main effects can be distinguished.
On the one hand, likely because of the too south location of
the eddy shedding, the vortex street in NOCF is shifted to-
ward the south and mainly restricted between 238 and 268N
(Fig. 9d). On the other hand, consistent with the eddy killing
and the subsequent damping of the EKE, CFB largely im-
pacts the eddy lifetime and fate in the western GoM. Eddy en-
ergy is reduced from NOCF to CF by 24% (Table 3), and LC

FIG. 9. Trajectories related to LC eddies with a lifetime longer than 200 days for (a) AVISO, (b) NOCF, and (c) CF.
Gray squares represent the location of a LC eddy liberation, and gray circles the location where LC eddies are no lon-
ger detected. The color map refers to the corresponding EKE climatology. The 17-cm contours of the climatological
sea surface height anomaly of AVISO and the numerical experiments are represented by the black line. The light gray
contours refer to the depths of 200 m (continuous) and 2500 m (segmented). (d) Number of LC eddies that cross the
segmented thick line shown in (a) as a function of the latitude.
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FIG. 10. LC most extended position (gray dots) after (a)–(c) separation and (e)–(g) reattachment events, for
AVISO in (a) and (e), NOCF in (b) and (f), and CF in (c) and (g). The light gray contours refers to the depths of
200 m (continuous) and 2500 m (segmented). (d),(h) PDFs related to the latitude of the LC most extended posi-
tion after separation and reattachment events are shown in (d) and (h).
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eddies in NOCF have a larger KE dissipation rate with re-
spect to that in CF. On average, LC eddies lifetime is also
shortened by about 16% (528 days in average in NOCF versus
445 days in CF and 377 in AVISO). As in Renault et al.
(2016b) for the U.S. West Coast, the overestimation of the
eddy lifetime in NOCF allows the LC eddies to travel unreal-
istically too far in the Bay of Campeche (south of 228N).
Finally, CFB does not have a significant impact on the transla-
tion speed of the LC eddies (about 4 km day21 in both simula-
tions; Table 3).

d. LC eddies vertical structure

CFB affects in a profound way LC eddies. Indeed, besides
the alteration of their lifetime and fate, their 3D structure is
also impacted by CFB. The composites of long-lived LC ed-
dies thermohaline and vorticity structure from NOCF and CF
are shown in Fig. 11. The vertical structure of the LC eddies
composite in CF is in good agreement with the observations
of Elliott (1982) and Meunier et al. (2018, 2021). LC eddy
composite is characterized by a warm and relative fresh core

TABLE 3. Statistics of LC eddies properties with a lifetime longer than 200 days.

Lifetime (days) Translation velocity (km day21) EKE (m2 s22) EKE dissipation rate (1 3 1024 m2 s22 day21)

AVISO 377 6 118 4.59 6 0.71 0.13 6 0.05 23.00 6 1.36
CF 445 6 126 4.14 6 0.58 0.25 6 0.06 24.00 6 1.70
NOCF 528 6 179 4.37 6 0.53 0.33 6 0.14 25.00 6 2.24

FIG. 11. LC eddy composite of (a),(d) temperature and (b),(e) salinity and (c),(f) the relative vorticity (z) normalized with the Coriolis
parameter (f) for (bottom) CF and (top) NOCF. Black and thick contours indicate thermoclines at 26- and 220-m depth. Normalized rela-
tive vorticity contours of 0.05, 0.1, and 0.5 are shown using white lines.
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(between 208 and 258C and 36.5 psu) well delimited by a su-
perficial and a deeper thermocline (Fig. 11d). In NOCF, the
eddy composite has a warmer and saltier core and the upper
thermocline goes deeper at the center of the eddy (Figs. 11a,b).
The deepening of the surface thermocline in NOCF is likely re-
lated to a larger negative vorticity at the eddy core (Figs. 11c).
Additionally, in NOCF, the salinity in the eddy core is uniform,
and does not exhibit a minimum of salinity between 50 and
100 m, which is present in both the observations (Elliott 1982;
Meunier et al. 2018, 2021) and CF.

6. Discussion and conclusions

Using long-term regional ocean–atmosphere coupled simu-
lations with and without CFB, we assess to which extent CFB
modulates the GoM dynamics. Consistent with previous stud-
ies over other regions, as a direct effect, CFB causes a damp-
ing of 20% of the mesoscale activity over the GoM. This
reduction of mesoscale activity is mainly driven by the eddy kill-
ing mechanism, i.e., a deflection of momentum from the meso-
scale surface current to the atmosphere, and, to a lesser degree,
by a reduction of the barotropic conversion of energy that is
only partly compensated by an increase of the baroclinic con-
version. As an indirect effect, taking into account CFB in a cou-
pled model leads to an improvement of the representation of
the LC dynamic. CFB alters the mean LC extension, favoring
its western penetration into the GoM. Using satellites observa-
tions and the simulations, we show that the LC extension can
be classified into three categories: retracted, canonical, and
elongated. Both simulations underestimate the elongated form
occurrence and overrepresent the retracted form, although, con-
sistent with the increase of the mean LC extension, CFB leads to
a higher (lower) occurrence of the elongated (retracted) form.

The overrepresentation of the LC retracted form in NOCF
could result in the reattachment of LC eddies that are de-
tached from the south of the LC, since their path to the west
of the GoM could be blocked by the Campeche Bank. In con-
trast, CFB favors a larger extension of the LC, allowing eddy
shedding in the north and upper north regions of the LC and
avoiding a large number of reattachments in the south. Be-
sides, by increasing the LC eddy detachments from northern
latitudes, LC eddies trajectories are not skewed toward to the
south and become more similar to those observed in AVISO.

CFB also lead to a better representation of LC eddy prop-
erties. In particular, the vertical distribution of thermohaline
properties of LC eddies is in better agreement with hydro-
graphic (Elliott 1982) and glider (Meunier et al. 2018, 2021)
observations. In a simulation without CFB, LC eddies are too
energetic, which leads to a deepening of the superficial ther-
mocline and to an increase of their heat content. The lack of
sink of energy from mesoscale currents to the atmosphere
also leads to an overestimation of LC eddies lifetime and to a
poor estimation of their propagation. This may be critical to
better represent extreme atmospheric events, as LC eddies
can participate to an increase the occurrence of thunder-
storms and tornado events in the U.S. Southeast, as well as
the reinforcement of hurricanes (Molina et al. 2016; Yablonsky
and Ginis 2012).

This study is the first to show that CFB has important conse-
quences on the GoM dynamics and LC eddy shedding. Given
the dramatic consequences of CFB on the GoM dynamics, is the
uncoupled approach no longer suitable, and are we doomed to
use a coupled model to simulate the GoM oceanic circulation?
Following Renault et al. (2020), CFB can be parameterized using
a wind or a stress correction approach. This has been done suc-
cessfully at an almost global scale by Renault et al. (2020) and
for the U.S. West Coast by Renault et al. (2021b), but should be
tested for the GoM. To conclude, the coupled simulation with
CFB used in this study still suffers from biases. For instance, LC
penetration into the GoM, although improved, is still underesti-
mated. This could be due to the prescribed oceanic conditions at
the open boundary of the simulation, but also to missing physical
processes. In particular, wave feedbacks to the ocean and the at-
mosphere may modulate the ocean energy budget and the trans-
fer of energy between the ocean and the Aatmosphere. This
could modulate the GoM dynamics and the role of CFB in deter-
mining it.

Finally, current satellite products do not allow for an accu-
rate characterization of the surface current, the surface stress
response to CFB, and thereby the wind work (Renault et al.
2017a). While future satellite missions such as SWOT (Morrow
et al. 2019) will allow measuring the geostrophic currents with a
better spatial resolution than the current observations, likely al-
lowing one to resolve the mesoscale activity, coherent measure-
ments of total current and surface stress will be still be missing.
Future satellite mission projects such as WaCM (Wind and
Current Measurments; Bourassa et al. 2016; Rodrı́guez et al.
2019) should overcome this issue; this would help to better un-
derstand the wind work, the air–sea interactions, and the energy
pathway in the ocean and, more generally, to better constrain
and validate numerical models.
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